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ABSTRACT 
A comparison of geometry, tracking, and muon triggering indicates that a untral 

detector hap a higher efficiency than a forward detector of equal psuedo rapidity coverage 
at both Tentron and SSC energies. The diRerencc at the Tcvatron is considerable, *bout 
& factor of four. At the SSC. however, the difference is about a factor of two, M other 
considerations such es vcrtexing, particle ID, or cost may make a large forward detector e.n 
Uractive option. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There have been many proposals to study B-physics at hadron colliders, both at 
SSC and Fermilab energies. Attempts to compare these proposals are often complicated by 
differences in ape&c detector systems, most of which are currently unbuilt and untested. 
Considering the intricacies of the problems with specific detector systems, we have carried 
out this analysis in an attempt to understand the moat general issues involved in these 
experiments, independent 01 their specific subsystems. 

We analyzed potential experiments at the Fermilab Tevatron (TEV), center of mws 
energy of 1.8 TeV, and the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) center of mass energy 
of 40 TeV. For each of these two energy ranges we looked at three detector geometries: a 
central detector with a pseudo-rapidity (7) coverage of -2 to 2, a big forward detector with 
an q coverage of 1.5 tq 5.5, and e. small forward detector in the range of 1.5 to 2.5 units of q, 
These ‘I ranges were chosen because at the SSC both SDC’ and GEM? cover approximrtely 
-2 to 2. The big forward detector was chosen to match the q coverage of the central detector, 
four units of pseudo- rapidity, with a minimum q of 1.5. This value WY chosen since it is 
sufficiently forward to make it practical to build. The small forward d&e&x’s q range wu 
chosen to determine the effect on acceptance of restricting the coverage, presumably to save 
money. 
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WC looked at two specific decays: 

B: + $tK.O,++p+t’p ,K,O-n’tr- 

Bdo - r++n- (1) 

These two decays were #elected for a variety of reasons. They are bath important de&y6 in 
determining CP violation in the B sector and therefore will be 01 great interest in my B- 
physics experiment. Additionally, the comparisons in efficiency between two and four body 
decay states is of interest. Also of interest is the efficiency of a muon trigger far muonic final 
statem, with the muons coming from the 4 decay, and a non-mucnic final state, where the 
source of non-background muons is the other B particle in the event. This comparison is 
important both for using the muon ra a trigger and to use it as L tag of the B. 

This study WM done utilizing PYTHIA 5.63 and JETSET 7.3’. The initial interaction 
at the SSC energy w11( two 20 TeV protons colliding with each other. The interaction at the 
TEV energy was one 0.9 TeV proton colliding with & 0.9 TcV anti-proton. Decays of pious 
and kaons were allowed in I cylindrical region of radius 1.7 m, approximately corresponding 
to the calorimeter radius for both CDF md SDC, and a length of lOm, consistent with the 

expected distance from vertex to calorimeter in 8 forward detector. Events were selected 
where the 6 quark forms II B” meson. The B” meson was forced to decay into the desired 
find state. In the case of ED to 1/K., ‘he + was forced to decay to two muons and the 
K, was forced to decay into two charged pions. The b quark wu allowed to hsdronise and 
was decayed according to PYTHIA, which implies no Cabibbo suppressed B decays. B -B 
mixing was not turned on in PYTHIA for th’ IS study. For each of the conditions that we 

studied, 10,000 events were generated. Ten thousand events were &a generated for the 
minimum bias study. When generating the minimum bias background, events containing b 
quarks were eliminated. We did not consider the effects of multiple interactions within one 
beam crossing. 

2. GEOMETRIC ACCEPTANCE AND TRACKING 

The first area of investigation is the efficiency of the two modes in the various exper- 

imental configurations and energies. We first required that all daughter particles fell within 
‘he given ‘I range (qm,.. < q < q,..). Next we required that all of the particles were “track- 
able”. This wea approximsted by imposing a 0.5 GeV/c minimum momentum requirement 
on all of the daughter particles (P > 0.5 &V/c). Th 1s requirement had almost no effect on 

the efficiency in the forward detectors and a realtively small effect on the So - rr decry 
in any configuration. It did cause a considerable reduction in efficiency for the B” to $K, 
decay in the central detector. A muon tag was imposed next. This muon tag required that 
the second B in the event decayed into a state containing a muon and that the the muon 
was also in the specified q range(q,.. < 71.. < v~...). This muon tag immediately caused 
a factor of 10 reduction due to the branching ratio of B to p X. Finally, the 0.5 GeV/c 
momentum requirement wll~ placed on the tagging muon to insure the ability to track the 
muon (P,.. > 0.5GeV/c). Results are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Efficiency in % for B big central detector, a big forward detector, and a small 
forward detector. The efficiencies do not incude the branching fractions for 6 - r+r- and 

:riteria .ue 

ETZ 

IVC.) 

Criterion 
-2<‘1<2 

P > 0.5 GeVJc 

-2 < ‘)ca* < 2 
P,., > 0.5 GeV/c 

1.5 < ” < 5.5 
P > 0.; GeV/c 
1.5 < ‘l@ < 5.5 

P,.,p > 0.5 GeV/c 
1.5 < ‘I < 3.5 

P > 0.5 GeV/c 
1.5 < ‘I,.. < 3.5 

Pt., > 0.5 GeV/c 

ectic 

+K. 
ssc 

32 
23 
1.7 
1.6 - 
17 
17 
1.5 
1.5 
7.4 
7.3 
0.4 
0.4 

mula 

*“E;, 
49 
49 
3.7 
3.6 
16 
16 

0.95 
0.95 - 

11 
11 

0.57 
0.57 

The big forward detector has relatively smaller eficienciea than the central detector 
at both TEV and SSC energies. This is primarily due to the particle distribution at the 
respective energies. Figure 1 shows the number of daughter particles as a function of pseudo 
rapidity for both decays and both energies (Fig. la and lb). The distribution in q for the 
TEV energies is much more populated near zero than the distribution for SSC energies and 
falls quickly between three and four. The distribution for SSC energies cuts off more slowly 
and still has an appreciable particle density up to about an q of 5. We were aware that the 
QCD calculation of the angular distribution of b quarks, by Bergcr and Meng’, does not 
exactly match the PYTHIA distributions’. We investigated the effect of these discrepancies 
by weighting the PYTHIA distribution to match their QCD predictions. We found that the 
corrections were at oc below 20%. Since these corrections are small compared to differences 
between geometries they were ignored 
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Fiire 1. Normaliscd daughter particle distribution in eta. (The u-x under each plot i 
one.) For a) B + +K. and b) B - rx. for Tel’ (s&d line) md SSC (dashed line) energia. 
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3. MUON TRIGGER Table 2. Efficiencies in %. Transverse momentum cots on the trig-ger muon are explained 

The efficiency of the single moon trigger was examined as a function of both mo- 
in the text. 

mentum (P) and transverse momentum (P,). W e a so were interested in the percentage of I 
minimum bias events which were rejected as a function of cuts on muon P and Pt. Log plots 
2a and 2b show that the efficiency of minimum bias events drops quickly for both increasing 
P and P,. The efficiencies of both tagged and untagged B events, although starting at a 
lower value due to efficiency, decrease much less rapidly than the minimum bias background. 
Since the general behavior of efficiencies as a function of P and Pl are 60 similar in terms 
of what the efficiency of the signal is for a given background reduction, seen in all of the 
samples, only the efficiency plots versus P, will be presented. The efficiencies as a function 
of P, for all three detector configurations are presented in figures 3,4, and 5. For the B” 
to +K, signal, the efficiencies of the untagged samples allow us to consider the possibility 
of other tagging schemes such as looking for the kaon from the decay chain of the other B 
in the event or the pion from a B” decay. These tagging schemes were not examined here 
since their efficiencies are very dependent on the specific particle ID systems of the detector 
and thus beyond the scope of this invcrigation. For the B” to rr samples only the tagged, 
efficiencies are presented. In addition the minimum muon P, for a minimum bias reduction 
of 100 and the efficiencies related to this PC cut for signal are presented below (Table 2). 
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1 

Figure 2. Comparison of efficiencies of a minimum moon a) momentum and b) transverse 
momentum on minimum bias events (solid line), untagged B - $K, (dotted line) and 

tagged B + +K, for a central detector at SSC energies. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As we can see from Table 2 there seems to be a fairly strong advantage in efficiency 
for the central region especially in comparison to the small forward region. This is most 
pronounced at the Tevatron. The tagged T* decay in the central detector has a total efii- 
cicncy of 2.8% but only .77% for the big forward detector, down by a factor of almost 4. The 
efficieny for the small forward detector is down by almost e. factor of 6. Although iherr ir a 
factor of two ditTerence in efficiency between the central and big forward detectors at SSC 
energies, other factors, such as cost or space constraints preclude us from eliminating thir 
option at the SSC. The forward detector geometry allows the possibility of having L second 
arm in the opposite direction to increase efficiency. It must he remembered that all of thae 
results will be affected by other factors, including vertcxing, particle identification and actual 
7 coverage. At present no hadron collider detectors have the ability to fully 
and reconstruct B events over any of the q ranger discursed in this analysis. 

trigger, identify 
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Figure 3. Efficiency as a function of transverse momentum cut in the central region 
-2 < q < 2 for: a) B + 1~ at SSC energies, b) B - TT at TeV energies, c) B + +K. at 

Figure 4. Efficiency M a function of transverse momentum cut in the big forward region 

SSC energies and d) B - $K. at TcV energies for minimum bias (solid line), tagged 
1.5 < 7 < 5.5 for: a) E - nn al SSC energies, b) B - xx at TcV energin, c) B -+ $K. at 

decays (dashed line), and unta=ed decays (dotted line, only $K. decay). 
SSC energies and d) E + $K, at TeV energies for minimum bias (solid line), lagged 

decays (dashed line), and untagged decays (dotted line, only $K. decay). 
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Figure 5. Efficiency w a function of transverse momentum cut in the small forward region 

1.5 < ‘) < 3.5 for: a) B -+ =T at SSC energies, b) B + TX at TeV energies, c) B * $lK, at 
SSC energies and d) B + $K. at TeV energies for minimum bias (solid line), tagged 

decays (dashed line), and untagged decays (dotted line, only +K. decay). 


